Recent research has shown that a new face paradigm is superior to the conventional "flash only" approach that has dominated P300 brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) for over 20 years. However, these face paradigms did not study the repetition effects and the stability of evoked event related potentials (ERPs), which would decrease the performance of P300 BCI. In this paper, we explored whether a new "multi-faces (MF)" approach would yield more distinct ERPs than the conventional "single face (SF)" approach. To decrease the repetition effects and evoke large ERPs, we introduced a new stimulus approach called the "MF" approach, which shows different familiar faces randomly. Fifteen subjects participated in runs using this new approach and an established "SF" approach. The result showed that the MF pattern enlarged the N200 and N400 components, evoked stable P300 and N400, and yielded better BCI performance than the SF pattern. The MF pattern can evoke larger N200 and N400 components and more stable P300 and N400, which increase the classification accuracy compared to the face pattern.
Introduction
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are devices that translate brain activity into messages, commands, or other signals. Unlike other communication systems, BCIs rely on direct measures of brain activity, usually the EEG recorded from electrodes over the scalp. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] One common BCI approach has been called the P300 BCI because it relies on the P300 and other event related potentials (ERPs) that people can voluntarily control by choosing to count certain flashes.
For example, when a BCI user counts each time a target letter flashes while ignoring other flashes, only the target flash elicits a robust P300 complex. Pattern classification software can detect this P300 complex, infer the target letter, and thereby allow users to spell without movement.
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For over 20 years, the most common way to elicit P300 potentials has been the "flash only" approach, in which the target reverses color or is briefly masked by a solid box. Recent work showed that P300 BCIs can be more effective if the target instead changes to a face, which may affect the N170, P300, N400, and other components.
11-16 Kaufmann et al. reported that the famous face could yield better performance than the flash only pattern. 11, 12 In their studies, five different conditions ('classic "speller" (CF)', 'Einstein (FF)', 'Che Guevara (FF)', 'Einstein (PFF)', 'Che Guevara (PFF)') were studied, and famous faces elicited more distinct ERPs and improved performance across subjects. Jin et al. also studied the different presentation approaches with face stimuli exhibiting different emotions. In that study, the face photograph was from one subject. 13 Zhang et al.,
2012, Zhao et al. and Onishi et al. studied the multi-
ERPs evoked by faces. [14] [15] [16] In their studies, different unfamiliar faces were used, but these studies focused on the ERPs evoked by the inverted face or the emotional face, and did not discuss the ERP difference evoked by the single face (SF) stimulus and the multi-faces (MF) stimulus. Furthermore, repetition effects and stability of evoked ERPs were not mentioned in their study. Successive presentation of the same face would lead to face repetition effects and decrease the amplitude of the N170. 17, 18 The N170 may be elicited 140-200 ms after the stimulus presentation 11, 12 and is often discussed with other negative potentials around 200 ms. 15 In our study, we simply call this negative signal the N200. Successive presentation of the same face would enable subject predict the next stimulus. Since the P300 and related ERPs may diminish if stimuli are predictable or unsurprising, this may decrease the performance of a BCI system. Therefore, we present a novel P300 BCI approach that uses new stimuli, which may reduce repetition effects and stimulus predictability and thus improve performance.
The main goal of this paper was to assess a new "MF" approach that uses different familiar face stimuli to reduce repetition effects and evoke larger ERPs. We compared this new approach to a conventional "SF" approach that presented the same face each time. Subjects participated in offline and then online versions of these two BCI approaches, and results were assessed in terms of classification accuracy. A secondary goal was to assess a new approach that could reduce errors in critical functions.
Method and Materials

Subjects
Fifteen healthy right handed subjects (13 male, aged 22 to 32 years, mean age 23.5 ± 3.5) participated in this study. All subjects signed a written consent form prior to this experiment and were paid 50 RMB for their participation. All subjects were engineering students at ECUST who were recruited through engineering courses or were students in an adjacent laboratory. S1-S7 used a P300 BCI before, and only S7 did not come back for the online experiment. The local ethics committee approved the consent form and experimental procedure before any subjects participated. All subjects' native language was Mandarin Chinese, but the students were also familiar with the English used in some of the display.
Stimuli and flash patterns
Figure 1(a) shows the display presented to all subjects, which was a 3 × 4 matrix. The matrix contained 12 blue boxes. One gray function icon was placed to the right of each blue box. Subjects were told that these icons represented different commands that might control a wheelchair or other mobile robotic system. From left to right and then top to bottom, these 12 icons are: "beep", "short forward", "continuous forward", "toggle control between robot/wheelchair", "slight left turn", "hard left turn", "slight right turn", "hard right turn", "call help", "short backward", "continuous backward", "toggle the system on/off".
We use the term "flash patterns" to refer to the method of grouping icons within each flash. Most P300 BCIs use a row-column (RC) flash pattern, in which one row or column of icons would flash, then another row or column (in random order), and so on until each row and column flashed once. In a conventional RC P300 BCI with a 6 × 6 matrix, there are 12 flash patterns: six that flash every icon in each row, and six that flash every icon in each column. Thus, an RC P300 BCI thus determines which two flash patterns elicited a strong P300 -specifically, one row flash and one column flash -and then identifies the cell at that row and column intersection as the target.
However, errors within the RC paradigm may occur for two reasons. Nontarget characters in the same row or column as the target flash with the target during each trial, and the same character sometimes flashes twice in succession. 8, 20 In our design, the flash patterns were optimized to occur in groups that were not in the same row or column and never flashed the same icon twice in succession. We implemented an alternate flash pattern approach based on binomial coefficients. 19, 20 We used the set of k combinations (k = 2) from set n = 12. Hence, there were 12 flash patterns, and between one and three icons changed in each flash pattern (see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). Each of the boxes in Fig. 1 (b) corresponds to the icon in the 3 × 4 matrix in the same position. For example, the three leftmost icons would all flash in the first flash pattern, whereas only the "continuous forward" icon would flash in the fifth and 11th flash patterns.
Since the display used in this study might potentially be adapted to control a wheelchair, we developed a novel flash pattern approach to reduce erroneous selections of three critical functions, called "single forward", "continuous forward" and "continuous backward". In Fig. 1(b) , flash pattern pairs "4, 10", "5, 11" and "6, 12" represent these three functions, respectively. To decrease the erroneous selection of these three icons, flash patterns 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 12 only illuminate one icon. For example, flash patterns 5 and 11 both include only the continuous forward icon. This flash pattern approach ensures that other icons do not flash together with these three critical icons. In contrast, the beep button (for example) can be selected through flash patterns 1 and 7 (see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) ). Thus, the beep button might be accidentally selected if the user intended to select another icon within flash pattern one or seven and the BCI mistakenly identified one of the ERPs as a target. However, since the critical functions were not illuminated during flash patterns 1 or 7, nor any other flash pattern that includes another icon, this type of classification error is impossible.
Our system would output nothing in some situations. For example, the combination of flash patterns 1 and 4 does not correspond to any function. If groups "1, 4" were identified as the two target flashes, there would be no output for this system and this would be regarded as one error.
Experiment setup, offline and online protocols
EEG signals were recorded with a g.USBamp and a g.EEGcap (Guger Technologies, Graz, Austria) with a sensitivity of 100 µV, band pass filtered between 0.1 and 30 Hz, and sampled at 256 Hz. Data were recorded and analyzed using the ECUST BCI platform software package developed through East China University of Science and Technology. We recorded from 62 EEG electrode positions based on the extended International 10-20 system (see Fig. 2 ). The right mastoid electrode was used as the reference, and the front electrode (FPz) was used as the ground.
The electrodes with black boxes were selected for the offline and online experiment based on a topographic map that was obtained from three subjects (S3, S4 and S7), who participated in an offline pilot version of this study to help identify optimal electrodes. We also selected some of the electrodes for the online experiment based on Refs. 11-16. S3 and S4 later participated in the same offline and then online procedures as all other subjects. S7 was not available for the online session, but the other 14 subjects participated in an offline and then online session. All the subjects were trained for both patterns to help them to use the system before the beginning of the experiment. Prior to the experiment, all subjects confirmed that they were familiar with the face images in the study, consisting of Barack Obama and four engineering faculty or graduate students at ECUST who had taught lecture and/or lab courses that included the subjects. There were two conditions in the study, which differed only in the way that the blue boxes changed (see Fig. 1(c) ). In SF condition, blue boxes each changed to the same face image for 50 ms, and then reverted to blue boxes for 200 ms. In the MF condition, blue boxes each changed to one of five randomly selected faces for 50 ms, and then reverted to a blue box for 200 ms. We used the MATLAB function "randperm(5)" to make the random order. The face images in the SF condition and the MF condition were obtained by using face figures that the subjects all recognized and by photographing people who the subjects knew personally. Brightness, contrast or chromatic differences of faces were adjusted to be same through the stimulus system and the color of the faces was in white/black.
Each sub-trial reflected each time a flash pattern was illuminated, such as each time that a group of blue boxes each changed to a face in the SF condition. One trial contained all sub-trials with each of the 12 flash patterns. Since each sub-trial lasted 250 ms in both conditions, each trial lasted 3 s. A trial block referred to a group of trials with the same target character. During offline testing, there were 16 trials per trial block. During online testing, the number of trials per trial block was variable, because the system adjusted this number to optimize performance as described in Sec. 2.6. Each offline run consisted of five trial blocks, each of which involved a different target character. Subjects had a 5-min break after each offline run. Each online run consisted of 24 trial blocks, each of which involved a different target character. Subjects also had a 5-min break after each online run. The two conditions were presented to each subject in pseudorandom order. Double flashes were avoided in this stimuli presentation pattern. 20 For each condition, each subject first participated in three offline runs. Subjects had 5-min' rest between each offline run. In the three offline runs, the targets were all the 12 functions plus "beep", "short forward", and "continuous forward" (15 targets). In the online runs, all the 12 functions were used as targets twice (24 targets). The tasks were copy spelling task. 
Feature extraction procedure
A third-order Butterworth band pass filter was used to filter the EEG between 0.1 and 30 Hz. The EEG was down-sampled from 256 to 64 Hz by selecting every fourth sample from the filtered EEG. Single sub-trials lasting 800 ms were extracted from the data.
Classification scheme
Bayesian linear discriminant analysis (BLDA) is an extension of Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) that avoids overfitting. 21, 22 BLDA was selected because of its demonstrated classification performance in P300 BCI applications. 23 Data acquired offline were used to train the classifier using BLDA and obtain the classifier model. This model was then used in the online system.
Adaptive system settings
During online runs, the BCI adaptively selected the number of trials per trial block. After each trial, the classifier would select the target based on data from all trials within that trial block. If the classifier selected the same target after two successive trials, then the trial block ended, and that selection was presented as feedback to the subject. For example, assume that the classifier decided that the "beep" icon (see Fig. 1(a) ) was the target based on the data from the first trial. The system would then present a second trial. The data from the first and second trials would be averaged, and the classifier would again try to identify the target. If the classifier again selected "beep", then the BCI assumed that "beep" was the correct target, and presented that feedback to the user (see Fig. 1(a) ) If the classifier did not select the "beep", then another trial would begin, and so on until the classifier chose the same function two consecutive times or until 16 trial blocks elapsed. After 16 trials within the same trial block, the classifier would automatically select the last output of the classifier as the target function. 
Statistical analyses
We conducted paired-samples t-tests with the independent factor "condition" with two levels (SF and MF) and the dependent variable "peak amplitude" for the N200, P300, and N400 peaks, respectively.
All the dependent variables were statistically tested for normal distribution (One-Sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test). To explore the differences in online performance, we conducted paired-samples t-tests with the independent factor "condition" with two levels (SF and MF). The dependent variable was "classification accuracy" in one comparison and "raw bit rate (RBR)" in a separate comparison. The alpha level was α = 0.05 (significant). Figure 3 shows the grand averaged amplitude of target sub-trials across subjects 1-15 over 16 sites. Figure 3 clearly shows differences between the MF pattern and the SF pattern in relevant ERP components and regions, notably the N200 and P300 over parietal and occipital sites. Mean amplitude averaged from each ERP peak point time ±25 ms was calculated, which was called "peak value" in this paper. Figure 4 shows the difference across N200, P300 and N400 averaged peak values from subjects 1-15. This figure shows the peak amplitudes from the SF condition minus the corresponding peak amplitudes from the MF condition. Figure 4 shows differences in N200 peak amplitude in the left temporal occipital region, while differences in P300 peak amplitude were apparent in the central frontal, central parietal region and occipital regions. N400 peak amplitude differences were most pronounced in the central region. These observations, while not statistically meaningful, might help indicate directions for future research.
Results
ERP activity in SF versus MF conditions
To further explore differences between the MF and SF conditions through statistical analysis, P7 was selected for the N200, 25 Pz for P300, and Cz for N400. 26, 27 The N200 was significantly larger over site P7 (t = 2.5, p < 0.05) in the MF condition compared to the SF condition (see Fig. 5(a) ). The peak values of P300 at Pz showed no significant difference between these two conditions (t = 1, p > 0.05, see Fig. 5(b) ). The MF pattern evoked a significantly larger N400 at Cz (t = 2.2, p < 0.05) compared to the SF condition (see Fig. 5(c) ).
Since the peak ERP differed in time across subjects, the grand averaged amplitudes in Figs. 3 and 4 did not adequately reflect the difference between Fig. 3 . Grand averaged ERPs of target sub-trials across subjects 1-15 over 16 sites (see Fig. 2 , the electrodes with black circles). Fig. 4 . These panels show the peak amplitude from the MF condition minus the peak amplitude from the SF condition. Panels A, B and C present N200, P300 and N400 averaged peak values, respectively. Electrodes are shown in black. Some activity, such as the far frontal activity, likely reflects eye activity and not ERP responses.
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2nd Reading these conditions within individual subjects. However, individual differences are crucial in a BCI. Hence, Fig. 5 compares each subject's peak amplitude in the two conditions, with different panels for the N200, P300 and N400 peaks.
Since each subject attended three offline experiments for each pattern, the data recorded from the first experiment and from the third experiment was used to show the stability of N400, when subjects had different experience on the stimuli. It was shown that there was no significant N400 difference between the two offline data in the MF pattern at Cz (t = −1.7, p > 0.05). However, the N400 amplitude recorded from the third experiment was significantly lower than that recorded from the first experiment in the face pattern at Cz (t = −2.3, p < 0.05, see Fig. 6 ). We also compared these data for P300 and Fig. 6 . These two panels present N400 differences between the first and third offline runs for the SF condition (panel A) and N400 differences between the first and third offline runs for the MF condition (panel B).
N200. The results showed that there was no significant P300 difference between the two offline data in the MF pattern at Pz (t = −1.1, p > 0.05). However, the P300 amplitude recorded from the third experiment was significantly lower than that recorded from the first experiment in the face pattern at Pz (t = 2.5, p < 0.05). There was no significant difference on N200 in the face pattern (t = 1.3, p > 0.05) and the MF pattern (t = 1.1, p > 0.05) at P7. Figure 7 (a) presents offline classification accuracy for the 15 subjects based on single trial analyses using 15-fold cross-validation. A paired-sample t-test was used to show the difference between the SF and MF conditions in classification accuracy using single trials. The paired-sample t-test showed that the MF condition yielded significantly higher accuracy than the SF condition (t = −2.2, p < 0.05). shows that the classification accuracy and bit rate from the MF condition were higher than those resulting from the SF condition from 1-9 trials. The "Trials per average" on the x-axis reflects the number of trials that were averaged to calculate these results. "AVG" is average accuracy and "STD" is standard deviation.
BCI performance in SF versus MF conditions
Since so-called "P300" BCIs often rely on other ERP components, we explored the contribution of N200, P300 and N400 activity to classifier performance. Figure 8 shows the contribution from the N200 (between 150 and 300 ms), P300 (between 300 and 450 ms), and N400 (between 450 and 600 ms). In addition to further presenting differences between subjects in the two conditions, this figure also ratifies the importance of non-P300 activity in this BCI approach. In most subjects, while P300 activity was most important for accurate classification in most subjects, activity during the N400 and especially N200 windows was also important. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy, RBR, and total number of trials when spelling 24 characters during the online experiment. Since the system tried to minimize the number of trials during the online run, fewer trials reflects superior BCI performance through reduced spelling time. Since the classification accuracy did not meet the normal distribution, a nonparametric test (Kruskal-Wallis Test) was used to show the difference between the MF pattern and the face pattern. The MF pattern obtained significantly higher classification accuracy than the face pattern (p < 0.05) (see Fig. 9 ). Pairedsample t-tests comparing the two online conditions Fig. 8 . The contributions of N200, P300 and N400 time windows to BCI classification performance across subjects. Note: "Acc" is accuracy, "RBR" is raw bit rate, and "Ave" is average. The two conditions are labeled SF for the single face paradigm and MF for the multi-faces paradigm. Subject S7 did not participate in an online session, so his data are not included in this table.
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2nd Reading within subjects revealed significant differences for RBR (t = −2.5, p < 0.05) and a nonsignificant difference in total trials (t = 1.9; p = 0.072). In the first two comparisons, the MF condition yields significantly higher performance than the SF condition.
Critical Versus Noncritical Functions
The BCI in this study could produce three types of errors: incorrect selection of critical functions; incorrect selection of noncritical functions and selection of "no output" (since the paradigm required the user to try to select an icon in all conditions). Figure 10 shows single-trial errors across these three error types. Although there were only three critical functions and nine other functions, the new approach clearly reduced erroneous selection of critical functions. Across both conditions, the error rate for critical functions was 0.4% for S1 and 0% for all other subjects, and average error rate across subjects in critical functions was 0.03 ± 0.1%. A repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant difference among the three error rates (F(2, 28) = 36.7, p = 0 < 0.025, eta = 0.724 for SF and MF conditions). Since there were three groups, the alpha level was α = 0.025 (significant). The error rate for critical functions was significantly lower than for noncritical functions (p = 0 < 0.025 for the SF and MF conditions) and "no output" (p = 0 < 0.025 for the SF and MF conditions). Also, the system was more likely to output nothing than produce either type of error (p = 0 < 0.025 for SF and MF conditions).
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Discussion
The main goal of this study is to compare two different conditions. One condition presented the same face each time, and the other condition presented unpredictable faces. Results showed that this new MF pattern could yield better BCI performance than the SF pattern. Different familiar faces evoked significantly larger N200 and N400 components. The resulting MF BCI system exhibited improvements in classification accuracy. It was reported that N170 would be decreased using the repeated face stimulus.
17,18 Figure 5 (a)
showed that the significantly higher N200 was evoked using the MF pattern compared to the face pattern. Kaufmann et al. reported that N200 contributes strongly to classification accuracy, and may be even more important than the P300 in a sizable minority of subjects. 30 Hence, our current improvement might benefit persons who have a small P300, if they have other distinct components. P300 was an event related potential which could be evoked by visual, audio, and/or tactile stimuli with a target to target interval.
31 Figure 8 showed that P300 contributed more for classification compared to N400 and N200. In our study, the P300 potentials recorded from the third experiment was significantly lower than that recorded from the first experiment in the face pattern, however this phenomenon was not found in the MF pattern. N400 was a negative potential could be evoked by face stimulus and the N400 would be increased when familiar face stimulus was used.
14 Figure 6 (a) and 6(b) showed that the N400 potentials recorded from the third experiment was significantly lower than that recorded from the first experiment in the face pattern, this phenomenon was not found in the MF pattern. The phenomenon indicated that the feature difference of P300 and N400 evoked by the target stimuli was significantly smaller using the MF pattern compared to the face pattern. It was proved that if the feature difference of the samples within the class was small, it would be easy to be classified.
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Nine out of 15 subjects obtained higher classification accuracy of P300 evoked by the MF pattern than that evoked in the face pattern. The classification accuracy of N400 evoked in the MF pattern was significantly higher than that evoked in the face pattern (t = −3.5, p < 0.05, see Fig. 8 ). All these results indicated that the MF pattern evoked more stable P300 and N400, and yielded higher performance compared to the face pattern (see Fig. 7 and Table 1 ). The drawback of this system was that several familiar faces should be selected for the users. However, the face pictures could be obtained from user's parents and friends, and unfamiliar face could be familiar face for the users after a period of presentation. Kaufmann et al. applied the face stimulus to visual evoked ERP-based BCI first, which showed superior performance compared to the other visual evoked ERP BCIs.
11 In our study, the average classification accuracy of the face pattern was 96%. There were small spaces to improve the classification accuracy of the face pattern further. The MF pattern obtained 99% mean classification accuracy and was only 3% better than the face pattern. However, it showed that the BCI system using the MF pattern was more stable. 13 out of 15 subjects obtained 100% classification accuracy using the MF pattern. For subjects 5, 8 and 13, the face pattern took them 30 trials more and still obtained lower classification accuracy compared to the MF pattern. For subjects 2 and 3, the face pattern also took them more trials and obtained lower classification accuracy. Although the improvement obtained by the MF pattern was not big, the result showed that the MF pattern obtained more stable classification accuracy and yielded better performance compared to the face pattern. This study's secondary goal was to assess a new approach that could reduce errors in critical functions. The erroneous selection rate for the three critical functions was significantly lower than erroneous selection of noncritical function and "no output". Even in single trial analyses, only one subject yielded any erroneous selection of a critical function.
This result showed that 92.6% of errors for the face pattern and 92.5% of errors for the MF pattern would not cause any action of the wheelchair, which would lead to a safety wheelchair control system. Error selected rate of nonfunction was significantly higher than the error selected rate of critical function and noncritical function (p < 0.025), which indicated that when error happened, the wheelchair would not make any action mostly.
There may be two additional benefits to the MF approach. First, the improved BCI performance seems to incur no cost to the subjects. The MF condition does not require subjects to count more quickly, perform additional mental processes, interpret more complex stimuli, or other burdensome tasks. Second, consistent with earlier results, [10] [11] [12] 37 this approach was effective with all subjects who participated in the study. Kaufmann et al. even argued that their famous faces condition prevented "BCI inefficiency" in some patients, referring to the phenomenon when a BCI fails to provide effective communication for a particular user. While our results do not conclusively show that facebased P300 spellers can work with all users, these results do support the growing conclusion that facebased spellers are effective across (at least) nearly all users. Of course, this approach would not work with persons with some visual, attentional, or other deficits.
The results of this study also support a much broader conclusion: there remains considerable opportunity to further improve P300 BCIs simply by changing stimulus parameters. Our paper is consistent with other recent work showing that P300 BCIs that use faces, movement, alternate colors, or other new stimuli are superior to conventional P300 BCIs that use simple flashes. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Images that elicit strong emotional reactions could also lead to more distinct ERPs and thus better BCI performance, 38 although using such a BCI might be unpleasant. Furthermore, work that yields more distinct non-P300 components could also improve performance, 39 and additional research to highlight different ERP components based on electrophysiological results from the cognitive neuroscience community seems promising. Systems should ideally be validated with patients or other real-world users in field settings.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a new "MF" approach to a P300 BCI. This new approach improved BCI performance compared to a conventional "SF" pattern.
Our future work will focus on developing device control applications with this navigation paradigm and testing with patients in real-world settings. We will further evaluate the new approach to reduce erroneous errors in critical key functions in P300 evaluation of the approach that was introduced here.
